Used by sports and business publications to stand out in the newsstand, salmon newsprint is a warm, winning colour no matter how you use it. From posters and menus to type specimens and lookbooks, think pink.
Stand out in salmon

Report in style

Known for eclectic and quirky homewares, Tom Dixon needed a catalogue that would make the most of the brand’s incredible product imagery. Salmon newsprint adds warmth and complements Tom Dixon’s sleek and sculptural designs. Newsprint is a “great way to communicate in a bold yet accessible way,” says creative studio Foundry, who designed the newspaper.

Luxurious lookbooks

Natoora supplies seasonal produce to many of London’s most renowned restaurants and in 2020 they launched a home delivery service. Their Impact Report, printed as a traditional mini newspaper, is included in delivery boxes to educate customers about the work Natoora is doing to “replace a broken, opaque food system with a transparent and sustainable supply chain.”

“Print plays a huge role for any brand that wants to communicate with different types of people. Digital is a great way to get the conversation going, but there’s nothing like the human interaction of a printed piece.”

— Foundry
The Scribner Hollow Post is a newspaper from Scribner’s Catskill Lodge, a former motor lodge turned modern mountain retreat in upstate New York. Published twice a year, it highlights local businesses and talent. “It’s a more editorial approach to a city guide, the newspaper is a keepsake that speaks to the entire region,” says designer Allison Matheny of BEST Studio.

“Newsprint is unexpected compared to a brochure or digital content that we are so used to consuming rapidly. It’s nostalgic — something you spend time with and share. And that’s exactly what we were trying to achieve with the Scribner Hollow Post.”
— BEST Studio

Front page foodies

Historic department store Liberty London used salmon newsprint to share the launch of their Mini British Food Hall. Inside they shared recipes using their new line of gourmet products and interviews with the illustrators behind the playful packaging.

Stockholm cocktail bar Coquetel Social uses a salmon tabloid for their drinks menu. The large format lets them go beyond ingredients and share the history behind classic cocktails — and show that they really know their stuff! With playful illustrations, it also doubles as a colourful, on-brand placemat.
LETTERS COULD FILL IN IF YOU USE A SMALL POINT SIZE ON TOP OF A COLOURED BACKGROUND SO USE A BOLD WEIGHT!